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Rich and poor in the towns
in the 16th and 17th centuries

It had to be that way – God wanted that
After the Reformation the difference between the rich and poor both in town and in the
country got even bigger than in the time of Catholicism. Before the Reformation people
counted on the convents to take care of the poor, but it took years and years before society
undertook that obligation after the Reformation.
Everyone, rich and poor, thought that society was the way God wanted it to be. No
one ever thought it could be any different. After “The Count’s Feud” no one dreamed that
the world order and their part in it could be any different; God put them where they were,
nothing could be done. God wanted it this way.
Labourers, servants and orphans
The group of poor people included e.g.:
| Merchants who didn’t make enough money to make a living
| Craftsmen, who in many professions got a lousy pay per day
| Civil servants with a small annual salary
| Labourers and unskilled labourers
| Servants of any kind
| Orphans
| Old men who had to give up work due to illness or old age
| Single and old women and widows
| Cripples, people who were either blind or deaf
| People who had lost their means due to flood, fire or war
The sign of the poor with the right to beg
Despite the fact that there were a large number of poor people the poor-law authorities were based on charities.
Furthermore there was an easy way for society to help the poor; they were given a sign of poverty that indicated
that they were allowed to beg in the streets, at people´s door steps and inside the houses. In April 1629, 180 “signs
for the poor creatures” were made in Ribe and in 1647 the number reached 200.
Lousy booths, houses of rocks, manors
There was a big difference between the way the poor and rich people lived,
and today there still is, but back then the poor families and their children
only had a small miserable booth to live in, it had 1 room and in some of
them also a small attic room – and this was for the lucky ones. The nobility
lived in magnificent castles or manors and rich people in town lived in beautiful houses made of brick with up to 28 rooms. The poor people´s houses
were small, made of clay and without a floor. Many were unable to pay the
rent and were forced to live in the streets including families with children.
Flood, fire, plague and war – all the disasters in the country
When a flood hit the town the rich had the best odds, they lived in solid 2-3 storage houses, that weren´t just washed away like the poor´s lousy booths. At the flood in 1634 the water level in Ribe was 6 meters above normal!
From 1570-1661 no less than 43 floods hit the West Coast.
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In a flood lots of lives were lost, the cattle drowned and
fields and meadows were destroyed. Today a calculation
shows us that in the flood of 1634, 8-10.000 lives were
lost along the coast in Holstein, Ditmarsken, Strand and
Ejderstedt, in Farup parish by Ribe the number was 295.
When a fire broke out in a house in the densely built-up
areas in town, the fire spread quickly from one thatched
roof to the next following the wind´s direction. In Ribe
in 1580 a great fire broke loose and the fire spread, 214
houses in 11 streets were ruined. Hereafter the order was
that in all new houses the roof was to be covered with
tiles, and in old houses with thatched roof the roof was
to be covered with tiles within 7 years. The fire started in
the house, standing were “Stenbohus” lies today (south-east of the Cathedral).
As if floods and fires weren´t enough, the people also suffered from the plague several times from 1560-1660
e.g. in 1565, 1629 and 1659. A plague epidemic could last up to a year and each time lots of lives were lost. When
the plague hit in 1659, over 900 people died in Ribe. In a collector´s notes describing the contributions to the poor
and sick and the funerals of the dead from June 1659, you get this description: “Many of the ones lying in the streets in great misery suffer from thirst and hunger, others sick or dead, all just lying amongst each other.”
One of the causes of the plague epidemics was of course bad hygiene, but another important cause of the extent and the large mortality must be people´s bad physical resistance due to bad nutrition.
When the King went to war he recruited soldiers, and as a result there was
a shortage of male labour in town and land. The King often went to war; The
Northern Seven Years´ War (1563-1570), Kalmar War (1611-1613), Thirty Years´ War
(in the period 1623-1629) and Torstenson War (1643-1645). When there was a
war going on, the taxes went up to pay the expenses. There were also lootings
which meant that not even through the last 3 of the mentioned wars, Western
Jutland was safe. First the king´s troops could plunder the towns and then the
enemy troops could follow. Companies of soldiers billeted on the population,
who had to provide them with food and other things, and then they were robbed, lots of things were damaged and they had to pay a bribe. Some of the
enemy troops didn´t get paid but had to plunder for their own supplies. Decades
could go by before the population could restore the damage.
When a war hit the country, silver and money treasures were buried to keep
them safe. If the owner got killed or suddenly died during the war, nobody knew
where the treasure was hidden. In Ribe diocese more than 30 silver and money
treasures have been found – all buried in the time of the four great wars.
Porridge, cabbage and spoons made of wood
A feast with the rich often consisted of fish, venison, vegetables and spices. The poor lived on porridge and cabbage, but many had to beg and were always starving – they often died from starvation especially during the tough
winters, where the market towns were filled with poor people who had nothing, and to settle for what the King
left as a hand out from the tithe corn (and old tax payment).
The convents used to hand out beer and food e.g. bread and soup for the poor, but after the Reformation they
were closed. This solution came to an end and the poor were left to themselves. Rich or poor – they all had beer
for their meals. It was, as a matter of fact, dangerous to drink the water from the wells, as it was dirty and drinking it could make you ill.
There was a huge difference in the quality of the beer.
They didn´t use a knife or a fork for eating as we do. The common people used spoons made of wood, the rich
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used spoons made of silver. The spoon was like a personal item – each person had to bring their own spoon for
the meal. Until the 18th century, ordinary people could not set the table without depending on the guests to bring
their own spoon.
Rich and fat, poor and thin
The fatter – the richer was an old saying. The rich could afford to buy many layers of clothes and therefore it was
easier for them to stay warm, than for the poor who couldn’t afford to buy clothes. The rich had great wardrobes
worth a lot of money while the poor only had what was necessary to get through the day.
Awful smell in the streets
“The air in town consumes people, the air in the country preserves them” – was an old saying. It was true – with
the hygienic circumstances in the stocky towns back then, the smell in the streets have been awful. You weren´t
allowed to empty your chamber pot or your kitchen garbage in the gutter, but many did so anyway and as a result
the gutter was often flooded.
Each morning and evening the town´s shepherd drove the cattle through town for them to graze in the surrounding meadows, after that their droppings lay in the streets. People were used to the stench and in rainy weather there was a sludge in the streets that we can´t even imagine today.
Washing in the stream
On rare occasions when they were doing the washing, they did it in
the streams either standing on a bridge or at the bank. The washwomen held the clothes at one end and knocked on it using a cane
of wood. It could be quite cold to stand in the water, and as a result
they often got sick by doing the laundry. The poor did the washing
for the rich.
No more “good deeds”
During Catholicism the monks and nuns had been taking care of
the sick and poor. Now the convents were gone, and the Lutheran
doctrine said nothing about good deed opening the gateway to haven. After the Reformation it was the State´s responsibility to take care of the sick and poor. Their solution was to
turn some of the old convents into hospitals, but the hospitals weren´t granted a lot of money, and as a result the
hospitals had to turn away people. If sick or poor persons had done anything wrong e.g. stolen something, they
were turned away from the hospital.
Soldier sent for a funeral
The funeral of the former seignior of Riberhus Gregers Krabbe in 1655 cost 2.090 Thales plus 294 Thales as a
payment for the 3 companies sent for the funeral. There was a cost of 400 Thales for a velvet bound book holding
the sermon and copperplate to match. In Himmerland (a peninsula in north-western Jutland) in Årestrup where the
deceased´s manor was, an epitaph was put up in church at the cost of 500 Thales.
There was an abyss of difference between the funerals of the rich with bells, organ music, hymn singing, wax
candles and the sermon in church to the funeral of the poor who were just buried in the cemetery; Maren Rømø
died when giving birth in 1637, and in the Cathedral´s account, it says about her funeral: “Nothing to give, buried in
the cemetery, for free, no bells, no singing and no sermon. The Church didn´t offer their services of ecclesiastical
considerations or human sympathy – just for the money.
When the gloomy possessions of a poor person was balance after his death, the notes from the probate could
be something like this: “that was left behind after the death of the blessed Jørgen Pedersen Fjærsted, who died in
the night between the 4th and 5th of March and was taken from this lousy world to the heaven for eternal joy and
happiness”. It seems as a better life was waiting for Jørgen Fjærsted somewhere else.
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Begging and crime
Gradually as more and more beggars came to live on the streets, the number of
people stealing food and clothes increased. If caught stealing, you were sentenced
to death. If you were caught you were either hung or decapitated – they weren´t that
strict when it came to murder.
A working day of 12-13 hours
In a year there were a little less the 300 working days, only on Sundays and the approx. 20 holidays you were off from work. The servants – in town and in the country
– had only a few hours off on Sundays. The working day was of 12-13 hours in the summertime and 8-9 hours during the winter – a difference caused by the number of bright hours. Working was tough
physically as there were very few technical devices, and people were worn down at young age.
Dependent on cheap labour
Men who wanted to make a living of being a merchant, skipper or craftsman in town had to pay for their citizenship.
They had to pay an annual amount corresponding to a 3 weeks’ salary for a craftsman and commit to live in town. The
pay was due in December and if they couldn´t pay, their citizenship was annulled and the rights to match it was taken
from them. Men who couldn´t afford to pay for a citizenship lived as e.g. labourers or delivery boys, and the business
sector in town couldn´t exist without the cheap labour. The women worked as servants or as washerwomen.
The craftsmen in a number of trades joined up in guilds which took care of the employers’ interests in many
ways. Fellows of the guilds had the monopoly of the work in town concerning their trade.
They decided on whom and how many could be employers in certain trades, that way they could keep the competition away and fix their own prices. As a result it was very difficult to establish a business of your own. The
guilds were not keen on too much competition that resulted in a cut back of the employers earnings. Consumers
had to pay the price offered to them as the price would be the same if you asked another member of the guild. As
you can see, the guilds were only a benefit for their own fellows.
Three Thales for delivering (running) a letter in Copenhagen
Labourers were not hired by someone in particular, they had to take whatever job was
offered to them. This could be e.g. an assistant for a craftsman or a bricklayer, working
at the hoisting apparatus during the building of church towers or pile work. Their job
could also be tarring and thickening the barges, put up fences, cut the common reed,
clear the streams, remove ice form the sluices in the winter, deliver barrels and groceries form the grocer, sweep the town square, removing dirt, keep watch at the city gates
at night, deliver packages and letters – there was no postal service back then.
A skipper in Ribe paid a labour 3 Thales for delivering a letter in Copenhagen –
running!
Female labourers could wash, weave or sew.
Servants worked in close proximity to households and didn´t have a place of their
own. They lived (often with others in one room) in the house where they worked, often in an attic room with direct view of the tiles and no possibility of heating the floor.
Some maids had a bed in the kitchen with no privacy at all but the benefit of heat
from the hot stove or oven during winter.
Often the maids had to put up with the man of the house sneaking into their
beds.
The man of the house and his wife had permission to beat their servants and
their own children, the right to beat your servants was abolished in 1921, the right to
beat your own kids was not abolished until 1997!
The wages of a servant were at the bottom of the scale of wages, the pay was
bed and board and a very humble annual salary corresponding to 2 weeks’ salary for
a craftsman. Sometimes their wages were not paid for 2-3 years – even as much as 18 years occurred.
A least they had a roof over their head, and they never had to starve.
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Stables in the middle of town
To an extent that is hard to imagine today, the town was filled with stables. They were in the backyards and to get
to them, you had to go through a gate in the house. In the backyard there were cows, pigs and other domestic animals. Early in the morning the farm servant drove the animals to the house gate and waited for the town´s shepherd to walk through town and drive the animals outside the city gates to graze on the town field. It was a lousy
job to be the town´s shepherd and to stay outside with the animals during all kinds of weather.
After the Reformation the town field was split into shares, and each share was connected to a certain house.
The smaller houses – the booths – where the less privileged people lived were not provided with a share and therefore they couldn´t keep animals as there were no where for them to graze.
Taxes weren´t for the rich to pay
In 1647 a rich merchant in Ribe had to pay 2% of his fortune in taxes, but he probably had the opportunity to cover
up some of his earnings and cheat on his tax payment. From the town´s account you can see that the merchant
only paid 1/11 of his earnings in taxes, all in all only 20 Thales. That amount corresponds to a fortune well below
the fortune he actually had.
The servants suffered from the heaviest tax payment, they had to pay 2% of their annual salary and of the approx. value of their bed and board. They did not have the opportunity to cover up some of their earnings. Consequently the tax they had to pay in cool cash amounted to 25% of their annual salary.
The taxes definitely hit the less privileged hardest.
The consequence of this crooked division of the tax payment was that the less privileged paid the largest
amount of the total taxes and for what they were used for. Nevertheless they were the ones who got the least
benefits from what their tax payments were used for, as the money was often used for a quay for the trade ships,
or a crane or a balance for the town.
On the other hand the authorities had no expenses to cover healthcare or schools – except from the Latin school
where the rich children went. For a bright, but poor child it was nearly impossible to afford the Latin school, so
they had to beg for a living after school.
The authorities did not care about the poor either, the aid for the poor was only given through charity and donations.
They did not even know how to write their own name
Only a small number of the population had an education, the rest were uneducated. Most people couldn´t read
and write – not even their own name. In a document from Ribe signed by 33 business men; 24 wrote their own
name and 9 weren´t able to write their name so they just put down a mark – in other words they were illiterate.
The estimate is that 40% of the men in town were illiterate, and in the country the number was 85%.
The few children who went to school were taught how to read, write and calculate, but since you had to pay for
school, only the more fortunate children went to school.
Some boys went to school for 12 years, most girls for about 2-3 years, but a few for 6 years. All the children who
did not attend school had to help working for the family to make a living at a very young age.
Back then the Latin school in Ribe was on the corner just across
from the Cathedral’s main entrance. The pupils were boys, and
they were called disciples. If a disciple was from a home less fortunate, he got cloth for attire and shoes each year around Christmas.
Poor disciples could get a sign that gave them the right to beg and
then take care of themselves.
You also had to pay for an apprenticeship and you did not get
paid during that time. Therefore the poor children did not have the
opportunity to get an apprenticeship and through that an education. The parents could not raise enough money to help their kids.
Most homes did not have books, they were very expensive, and
if you could not read, what were you supposed to do with them. If
there were books, the content was most likely religious, as most
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books were religious – up to 77%; Bibles, collections of sermons, hymn books, prayers books and devotional
books. There were hardly any books of fiction.
The man was the woman’s head
When a child was born it had to be listed in the parish register, the name of the child´s father was registered, but
not the mother´s name. A woman could have given birth to 16 children without being registered.
The man was considered to be the woman´s head, he wasn´t created for her benefit, but she was considered as
being created for his benefit. The Bible said so and the Bible was often quoted in church. A man had the right to
beat his wife; this right was abolished in 1683 in the laws of King Christian V.
A woman couldn´t come of age, in other words be allowed to dispose of her own life and money. As a child her
father was her guardian and later on her husband, if she didn´t get married a guardian was provided for her. She
was never allowed to dispose of her own life.
When children inherited their parents, a son inherited twice as much as a daughter, maybe it was because the
daughter was to be married while the son had to provide for his own family.
The daughters from the wealthy families were provided with whatever was needed to get married, the sons got
an education so they were able to provide for themselves.
It was essential for the women to get married as soon as possible. There was a pressure on the unmarried women; “a sensible daughter will get a husband, but a disobedient daughter was left behind to grieve her father.” A
girl wasn´t supposed to be stubborn or defiant – she just had to behave or she would never get married.”
In the country there were jobs for the unmarried women and the widows, but in town they were left with jobs as
servants, labourers or small shopkeepers or to earn their living by weaving or spinning.
Sources:
Palle Lauring: Fejder og Reformation (”Feuds and the Reformation”), Gyldendal 1975, Dansk renæssance (”Danish renaissance”), Gyldendal
1976
Ole Degn: Rig og fattig i Ribe (”Rich and poor in Ribe”), Universitetsforlaget i Aarhus 1981
Gyldendals åbne encyklopædi, www.denstoredanske.dk (Danish Encyclopedia)
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Assignments for: Rich and poor in Ribe in the 16th and 17th hundred
1. How did the authorities help the poor back then? Come up with examples.
2. How do the authorities help the poor today? Come up with examples.
3.	When would you prefer to live as a poor person; today or in the years of 1560-1660?
State the reason for your answer.
4.	Make a chronological list of all the disasters in the country (flood, fire, war and plague) that hit the population
in South-Western Jutland during 1560-1660. Used a piece of paper with small squares – form a series of 10 lines
each containing 10 squares – each square presents one year. Mark every decade; 1560, 1570, 1580 and so on.
Use a red (plague), a blue (flood) and a black (war) and draw a line in the squares presenting the year of the
plague, flood and war. When looking at this list what does it tell you about the conditions during this period affecting the population?
5.	“To keep your own stuff dry” is an old saying. What does it mean? Can you think of a certain situation from
which this expression may come from?
6.	Describe the servants’ conditions – how they lived, their working week, their salary and their options for privacy. You can do it by writing a short story of the life of a person you have created yourself or by listing the
facts.
7.	What were the possibilities for a poor person to change his path back then?
8.	What are the possibilities today for a young person who wants to change his life into something better than
what he is used to from home? Give some examples
9.	Today your burial is the same whether you are rich or poor. What were the differences between the funeral of a
poor and a rich person? Consider the reasons for this difference.
10.	How old were you when you were able to write your own name? Consider the reasons why most people during
the 16th century could not write their own name.
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